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Methodology

Sample:
The Nelson Report completed a total of 385 Salem-Keizer 
School District residents at an error rate of +/-5.0% at the 
95% level of confidence.

Interviews were conducted by telephone between April 10 
and April 18, 2017.

A large percentage of respondents participating in the 
survey, 60%, were frequent or perfect voters (voted in 
at least 3 out of the last 4 elections or voted in all 4 of 
the last 4 elections).  In addition, 66% of those 
participating in the survey were made up of older 
voter groups (45+ years of age and less likely to have 
children in school). It is important to note, this 
demographic group also makes up the majority of the 
district’s frequent and perfect voters.
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Most Serious Problems Facing District
 “Overcrowded classes” was perceived to be the most serious problem facing Salem-

Keizer School District today, followed by a “lack of funding” and “need more teachers.” 

 Below, the top answers are displayed in more detail.  The full responses can be found in 

the full open-ended report.  The top responses are listed below in descending numerical order. 

 Number Percentage  Percentage of 
       of of All 
 Respondents Respondents Respondents 
 
OVERCROWDED CLASSES 129 34 34 

LACK OF FUNDING 68 18 18 

NEED MORE TEACHERS 26 7 7 

FACILITIES ARE OLD 22 6 6 

MISMANAGE FUNDS 20 5 5 

BUDGET CUTS 17 4 4 

POOR CURRICULUM 16 4 4 

TOO MUCH ADMINISTRATION 16 4 4 

HIGH DROP-OUT RATE 14 4 4 

STUDENTS AREN'T GETTING A  
   GOOD EDUCATION 14 4 4 
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Are Salem-Keizer Schools Overcrowded
 A very large percentage of respondents, 68%, believed Salem-Keizer schools were 

overcrowded, while 9% did not.  A relatively high 23% were not sure.   
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Who’s Ahead: $766 Million Bond Measure

“The Salem-Keizer School District is considering a bond measure that would add 
additional space at 22 elementary schools, 10 middle schools, and 6 high schools. 
This proposal would also build a new Auburn Elementary School, improve science 
labs at the middle and high schools, improve vocational/career and technical 
programs at high schools, upgrade technology, make seismic improvements, and 
safety and security improvements district-wide. This proposal would cost an 
estimated $766 million and increase existing property tax rates by an average of $3 
per thousand dollars of assessed value per year over the life of the bond.  
 
If an election were held today, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE a Salem-Keizer 
School District bond measure that would increase property tax rates by an average 
of $3 per thousand? (and would you strongly or somewhat favor/oppose?)” 
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Who’s Ahead: $766 Million Bond Measure
A large percentage of respondents, 60%, favored a $766 million bond measure (strongly favor-

39%, somewhat favor-21%), while 35% opposed the proposal (somewhat oppose-11%, strongly 

oppose-24%).  Five percent were not sure.   
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Primary reasons for favoring the 
proposal were (60% of all 
respondents)

l Education is important 24%
l Schools need the funding 22%
l Always support education 14%

Who’s Ahead: $766 Million Bond Measure

Top reasons for opposing the 
proposal were (35% of all 
respondents)

l Asking for too much money 29% 
l Mismanage the money they have 21%
l Taxes are too high 16%
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Push Results
 Not Net 
Question Favor Oppose Sure Gain/Loss 
 
Who's Ahead Results: $766 
Million Bond Measure 60 35 5 
 
If you knew the proposed bond measure  
would include constructing new  
vocational/career and technical  
classrooms at each of the district’s high  
schools to expand programs such as  
engineering, science and technology  
for high school students, would you  
FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposal? 74 23 3 +14 
 
If you knew the proposed bond measure  
would enable the district to construct  
additional space such as classrooms,  
library space and cafeterias at 10 of the  
district’s middle schools to address  
capacity issues, would you FAVOR or  
OPPOSE the proposal? 72 22 6 +12 
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Push Results
 Not Net 
Question Favor Oppose Sure Gain/Loss 
 
Who's Ahead Results: $766 
Million Bond Measure 60 35 5 
 
Passage of the proposed bond measure  
would enable the district to get rid of  
approximately 70% of the district’s  
portable buildings.  If you knew replacing  
worn-out portable buildings with  
permanent classroom space would save  
the district thousands of dollars per year 
in maintenance costs that could be  
redirected into the classroom, would you  
FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposal? 71 23 6 +11 
 
If you knew nearly all of the district’s  
middle and high schools would receive  
new science labs to improve the number  
of science opportunities available for  
students, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE  
the proposal? 71 24 5 +11 
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Push Results
 Not Net 
Question Favor Oppose Sure Gain/Loss 
 
Who's Ahead Results: $766 
Million Bond Measure 60 35 5 
 
If you knew the bond measure includes  
safety and security improvements  
district-wide such as seismic upgrades,  
upgrading aging electronic badge access  
systems, and relocating front office space  
for better visibility and control over who  
enters and exits school buildings, would  
you FAVOR or OPPOSE a bond measure  
that includes these upgrades? 71 25 4 +11 
 
Nine of the district’s elementary schools  
were constructed without cafeterias or  
full kitchen space. If you knew passage  
of the proposed bond measure would  
enable the district to resolve this issue,  
would you FAVOR or OPPOSE the  
proposal? 69 23 8 +9 
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Push Results

 Not Net 
Question Favor Oppose Sure Gain/Loss 
 
Who's Ahead Results: $766 
Million Bond Measure 60 35 5 
 
If you knew passage of the proposed  
bond measure would expand wireless  
networks and relocate the district’s  
data center for greater technology equity  
across the district, would you FAVOR  
or OPPOSE a bond measure that would  
make these improvements? 60 32 8 +0 
 
The current Auburn Elementary School  
property is not large enough to provide  
adequate space to accommodate current  
or expected future student enrollment.   
If you knew the proposed bond measure  
would construct a new Auburn Elementary  
School at a different location, would you  
FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposed bond  
measure? 59 27 14 -1 
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Push Results
 Not Net 
Question Favor Oppose Sure Gain/Loss 
 
Who's Ahead Results: $766 
Million Bond Measure 60 35 5 
 
If you knew the proposed $766 million  
bond measure would increase the existing  
school district property tax rate by an  
estimated average of $3 per thousand  
dollars of assessed value, or $600 per  
year for the owner of a home with an  
assessed value of $200,000 over the life  
of the bond, would you FAVOR or  
OPPOSE the bond measure? 54 37 9 -6 
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New High Schools vs. Expand Existing HS
 Next, respondents were asked: 

“Five out of six of the district’s traditional high schools are at, or overcapacity and 
due to growing enrollment, the district expects a shortage of up to 2,300 seats within 
the next eight years if adequate space isn’t made available. If you had to choose, 
would you prefer the district construct NEW HIGH SCHOOLS, or EXPAND and 
MODERNIZE EXISTING HIGH SCHOOLS to accommodate growing student 
enrollment and meet high school educational needs?” 
 

 A plurality of respondents, 46%, preferred to expand and modernize existing high schools 

to address growing student enrollment, while 24% preferred to construct new high schools.  Ten 

percent did not like either option, 9% said either, 2% cited “other” options and 9% were not sure. 
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Priority Series
 High Low Not 
Project Priority  Priority Sure  
 
Construct new vocational/career and technical  
classrooms at each of the district’s traditional  
high schools to expand programs such as  
engineering, science and technology at a cost  
of $47 million? 70 27 3 
 
Make seismic upgrades to schools rated as high  
and very high for collapse in the event of an  
earthquake at a cost of $151 million? 69 29 2 
 
Make improvements to existing school buildings  
such as painting the exterior of schools, sealing  
masonry walls, replacing roofs, mechanical and  
plumbing systems at existing schools and support  
facilities at a cost of $65 million? 69 29 2 
 
Construct additional space at 22 elementary  
schools to address capacity issues, relieve  
overcrowding and address future enrollment  
growth at a cost of $128 million? 68 29 3 
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Priority Series
 High Low Not 
Project Priority  Priority Sure  
 
Make safety and security improvements  
district-wide such as upgrading aging electronic  
badge access systems, and relocating front  
office space for better visibility and control  
over who enters and exits school buildings at  
a cost of $37 million? 63 35 2  
 
Expand and construct additional space at all six  
of the district’s traditional high schools to increase  
capacity from around 1,600 to up to 2,200 students  
at a cost of $266 million? 59 36 5 
 
Construct cafeterias at 9 of the district’s elementary  
schools to better accommodate student meals, events  
and performances at a cost of $20 million? 59 37 4 
 
Construct and/or expand gymnasiums at several of  
the district’s elementary, middle and high schools to  
meet the state’s requirement for physical education  
classes at a cost of $17.9 million? 58 40 2 
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Priority Series
 High Low Not 
Project Priority  Priority Sure  
 
Make improvements and expand libraries throughout  
the district to address student capacity issues at  
a cost of $19 million? 55 41 4 
 
Purchase property and construct a new Auburn  
Elementary School at a different location at a  
cost of $45 million? 51 45 4 
 
Make technology infrastructure upgrades such as  
expand wireless networks, relocate the data center  
at a cost of $12 million? 51 46 3 
 
  Sell existing property and build new administrative  
office space to consolidate and centralize  
administrative functions at a single location  
at a cost of $49 million? 25 71 4 
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How Much Residents Are Willing To Pay
Next, respondents were asked: 
 
“How much more would you be willing to pay per thousand in school property taxes 
to address growing enrollment, improve access to career/vocational/ technical 
programs and improve safety and security for Salem-Keizer Schools?” 
 
A very large number of respondents, 72%, were willing to pay more per thousand in 

additional property taxes (between 1-cent and over $3), while 21% were not willing to pay 

anything more per thousand in property taxes. Seven percent were not sure.  
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Agree/Disagree

Favor
74

Oppose
23

Not Sure
3

High Priority
70

Low Priority
27

Not Sure
3

Agree
79

Disagree
17

Not Sure
4

PUSH I: MEASURE WILL ENABLE DISTRICT TO EXPAND VOCATIONAL/CAREER TECHNICAL 
PROGRAMS

If you knew the proposed bond measure would include constructing new vocational/ career and technical classrooms at 
each of the district’s high schools to expand programs such as engineering, science and technology for high school 
students, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposal?

PRIORITY SERIES

Construct new vocational/career and technical classrooms at each of the district’s traditional high schools to expand programs  
such as engineering, science and technology at a cost of $47 million?

AGREE/DISAGREE

I want Salem-Keizer School District to be able to offer high-quality courses and options that give local students the best 
chance of finding a living wage job immediately after graduating.  I would favor a bond measure that includes enhancements 
to vocational/career technical classes for high school students.
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Agree/Disagree

Favor
71

Oppose
25

Not Sure
4

PUSH II: MEASURE INCLUDES SAFETY/SECURITY IMPROVEMENTS

If you knew the bond measure includes safety and security improvements district-wide such as seismic upgrades, upgrading 
aging electronic badge access systems, and relocating front office space for better visibility and control over who enters and 
exits school buildings, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE a bond measure that includes these upgrades?

High Priority
69

Low Priority
29

Not Sure
2

PRIORITY SERIES

Make seismic upgrades to schools rated as high and very high for collapse in the event of an earthquake at a cost of $151 
million?

High Priority
63

Low Priority
35

Not Sure
2

Make safety and security improvements district-wide such as upgrading aging electronic badge access systems, and 
relocating front office space for better visibility and control over who enters and exits school buildings at a cost of $37 
million?

AGREE/DISAGREE

Ensuring the safety and security of our students is more important than ever. I would support a bond measure that includes 
seismic upgrades to high and very high risk schools, upgrading aging electronic badge access systems and controlled 
entryways.

Agree
70

Disagree
25

Not Sure
5
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Agree/Disagree

Favor
72

Oppose
22

Not Sure
6

PUSH III: MEASURE WILL ADDRESS OVERCROWDING AND ENROLLMENT ISSUES

If you knew the proposed bond measure would enable the district to construct additional space such as classrooms, library space 
and cafeterias at 10 of the district’s middle schools to address capacity issues, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposal?

Favor
69

Oppose
26

Not Sure
5

If you knew the district expects student enrollment to increase by more than 1,000 students over the next 5 years, would you 
FAVOR or OPPOSE a bond measure that would construct additional classroom space at the elementary and high school levels to 
accommodate this projected enrollment growth?

Favor
68

Oppose
26

Not Sure
6

If you knew the proposed bond measure would increase capacity at all 6 of the district’s traditional high schools to accommodate
up to 2,200 students to relieve overcrowding and address future enrollment growth in the district, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE 
the proposed bond measure?

If you knew the proposed bond measure would enable the district to construct additional space such as classrooms, library space,
gyms and cafeterias at 22 of the district’s elementary schools to relieve overcrowding and address capacity issues, would you
FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposed bond measure?

Favor
66

Oppose
26

Not Sure
8
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Agree/Disagree

High Priority
68

Low Priority
29

Not Sure
3

High Priority
59

Low Priority
36

Not Sure
5

Agree
67

Disagree
29

Not Sure
4

PRIORITY SERIES

Construct additional space at 22 elementary schools to address capacity issues, relieve overcrowding and address future enrollment 
growth at a cost of $128 million?

Expand and construct additional space at all six of the district’s traditional high schools to increase capacity from around 
1,600 to up to 2,200 students at a cost of $266 million?

AGREE/DISAGREE

Student enrollment is expected to increase by more than 1,000 students over the next 5 years.  The proposed bond measure will
address this student population growth by constructing permanent classrooms, gym space and cafeterias at all school levels.  I 
support a bond measure that includes these projects.
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Agree/Disagree

Favor
72

Oppose
22

Not Sure
6

PUSH IV: MEASURE INCLUDES CAFETERIA SPACE, GYMNASIUMS AND LIBRARY SPACE TO 
ADDRESS CAPACITY ISSUES

If you knew the proposed bond measure would enable the district to construct additional space such as classrooms, library space and 
cafeterias at 10 of the district’s middle schools to address capacity issues, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposal?

Favor
69

Oppose
23

Not Sure
8

Nine of the district’s elementary schools were constructed without cafeterias or full kitchen space. If you knew passage of the 
proposed bond measure would enable the district to resolve this issue, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposal? 

Favor
66

Oppose
26

Not Sure
8

If you knew the proposed bond measure would enable the district to construct additional space such as classrooms, library space,
gyms and cafeterias at 22 of the district’s elementary schools to relieve overcrowding and address capacity issues, would you
FAVOR or OPPOSE the proposed bond measure?

If you knew the proposed bond measure includes constructing or expanding gymnasiums for physical education classes and 
cafeterias for student meals and performances at most of the district’s elementary, middle and high schools, would you FAVOR or 
OPPOSE a bond measure that would include these projects?

Favor
61

Oppose
33

Not Sure
6
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Agree/Disagree

High Priority
59

Low Priority
37

Not Sure
4

High Priority
58

Low Priority
40

Not Sure
2

Agree
67

Disagree
29

Not Sure
4

PRIORITY SERIES

Construct cafeterias at 9 of the district’s elementary schools to better accommodate student meals, events and performances at a
cost of $20 million?

Construct and/or expand gymnasiums at several of the district’s elementary, middle and high schools to meet the state’s 
requirement for physical education classes at a cost of $17.9 million?

AGREE/DISAGREE

Student enrollment is expected to increase by more than 1,000 students over the next 5 years.  The proposed bond measure will
address this student population growth by constructing permanent classrooms, gym space and cafeterias at all school levels.  I 
support a bond measure that includes these projects.

High Priority
55

Low Priority
41

Not Sure
4

Make improvements and expand libraries throughout the district to address student capacity issues at a cost of $19 million?
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Agree/Disagree

Favor
60

Oppose
32

Not Sure
8

High Priority
51

Low Priority
46

Not Sure
3

Agree
72

Disagree
23

Not Sure
5

PUSH V: MEASURE INCLUDES TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS

If you knew passage of the proposed bond measure would expand wireless networks and relocate the district’s data center for greater 
technology equity across the district, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE a bond measure that would make these improvements?

PRIORITY SERIES

Make technology infrastructure upgrades such as expand wireless networks, relocate the data center at a cost of $12 million?

AGREE/DISAGREE

Technology is a critical component to today’s education.  I would support a bond measure that made technology infrastructure 
upgrades that allowed students throughout the district to access technology equally.
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Agree/Disagree

Favor
54

Oppose
37

Not Sure
9

PUSH VI:  COST OF BOND MEASURE TO PROPERTY TAXPAYERS

If you knew the proposed $766 million bond measure would increase the existing school district property tax rate by an estimated
average of $3 per thousand dollars of assessed value, or $600 per year for the owner of a home with an assessed value of $200,000 
over the life of the bond, would you FAVOR or OPPOSE the bond measure?

AGREE/DISAGREE

I would oppose a $766 million bond measure that would cost me an additional $3 per thousand, but I would support a smaller 
bond measure that reduced the additional cost to property taxpayers to $1.50 per thousand.

Agree
44

Disagree
46

Not Sure
10

I would support a bond measure that would maintain what I am currently paying in school property tax rates, but I will 
oppose any measure that increases what I’m currently paying.

Agree
42

Disagree
52

Not Sure
6
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Agree/Disagree
Statement    Agree Disagree Not Sure 
 
I want Salem-Keizer School District to be able to 
offer high-quality courses and options that give  
local students the best chance of finding a living  
wage job immediately after graduating.  I would  
favor a bond measure that includes enhancements  
to vocational/career technical classes for high  
school students.   79 17 4 
 
Technology is a critical component to today’s  
education.  I would support a bond measure that  
made technology infrastructure upgrades that  
allowed students throughout the district to  
access technology equally.  72 23 5 
 
Ensuring the safety and security of our students is  
more important than ever. I would support a bond  
measure that includes seismic upgrades to high  
and very high risk schools, upgrading aging  
electronic badge access systems and controlled  
entryways.    70 25 5 
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Agree/Disagree
Statement    Agree Disagree Not Sure 
 
Student enrollment is expected to increase by more  
than 1,000 students over the next 5 years.  The  
proposed bond measure will address this student  
population growth by constructing permanent  
classrooms, gym space and cafeterias at all school  
levels.  I support a bond measure that includes  
these projects.    67 29 4 
 
I would oppose a $766 million bond measure that  
would cost me an additional $3 per thousand, but  
I would support a smaller bond measure that  
reduced the additional cost to property taxpayers  
to $1.50 per thousand.   44 46 10 
 
My taxes are already too high. I can’t afford a $3 per  
thousand increase in my existing school district  
property tax rates. I’m voting no. 42 52 6 
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Conclusions
Clearly the community recognizes the need for school improvements as reflected in their initial strong support for a $766 
million bond measure.  Support significantly increases further when presented with information that the proposed bond 
measure would include new classrooms at the high school for enhanced vocational/career and technical programs, science 
labs and construct additional space across all grade levels to relieve overcrowding and address current and projected 
enrollment growth. Respondents also respond positively to the fact that replacing worn-out portable classrooms with 
permanent classroom space would significantly save the district in annual operating costs that could be redirected into the 
classroom and would ensure the safety and security of students by making seismic upgrades, upgrading aging electronic 
badge access systems, and relocating front office space for better visibility and control over who enters and exits school 
buildings.

While a majority of respondents believe most of the components included in the proposed bond measure are high priorities, 
purchasing property and constructing a new Auburn Elementary in a different location only receives marginal support.  On 
the other hand, a very large percentage of respondents rate selling existing property and building new administrative office 
space as a low priority.  In addition, respondents appear to be struggling with the cost at $3 per thousand.  This concern is
reflected throughout the survey in each of the questions specifically related to the cost of the bond measure.  It is important 
to note, however, that an alternative bond measure at a lower cost was not tested.

In light of these cost concerns, The Nelson Report believes that the district needs to reduce the cost of a $766 million bond
measure to taxpayers to a rate that is less than $3 per thousand. In addition, the district should find an alternative method of
financing  the consolidation of administrative office space. If the district addresses each of these issues, they may be able to
strike a common balance with the necessary portion of its constituents to be successful.  

It will be very important, if the district moves forward with a $766 million bond measure, for its messaging to be woven 
into a clear, disciplined and concise strategy and for the district to emphasize those components the community highly 
values (enhancing vocational/career/technical and science programs, addressing capacity issues across all grade levels and 
ensuring the safety and security of students district-wide).


